YOUR TRIP
FOR
dakar CLASSIC

HIGHLIGHTS
- Clock and stopwatch.
- Speedometer, odometer.
- Programming and speed table for regularity.
- Automatic average change.
- Measurement with probes and/or satellite (with the Intelligent Antenna).
- View options, with total distance, regressive distance, regularity distance,
LEDs and more.
- Specific functions for the Dakar.
- Ergonomic keyboard, with relief around every key.
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ACCURATE ODOMETRE
- Distance measurement with satellite (with the Intelligent Antenna accessory).
- Distance measurement with probe (with probes mounted on the wheels).
- Intelligent management when using double distance measurement (probes and
satellite).
-Counter in decameters.-6 digit parameter calibration.

ROAD- BOOK FUNCTIONS
- Views adapted to the road book of the Dakar Classic Rally.
- View of four data simultaneously on screen (Only useful data on screen).
- Change of view with the VIEW key (To see the data you want on the screen).
- Maximum total distance of 9999k99, Maximum partial distance of 9999k99.
- Partial and distance freeze with the SPLIT key.
- Tools to correct meters: Add meters, subtract meters, and enter total distance.
- “Reverse count” for reversing and “Not count” for maneuvers.

FUNCTIONS FOR REGULARITY
- Integrated precision clock and stopwatch.
- Time synchronization with the local official time and automatic synchronization
by satellite.
- Programmable stages. Programming adapted to the Dakar Classic.
- You can program average speeds, average speed changes, times and distances.
- Automatic average speed changes during a stage.
- Continuous regularity indication during the stage. (It shows how much accumulated
delay or advance you have).
- Regularity indications: Permanent regularity distance (or time) indications.
- Regularity indications with LEDs (red, green and blue).
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INTELLIGENT ANTENNA
- It calculates distance using information from all the satellites.
- It uses all the satellites available in the area.
- Precision of 2m for every 1km.
- Software for intelligent management of information depending
on the coverage, speed, trace…

MAGIC DISPLAY
- Regularity indicator for the pilot with a LED strip (red, green
and blue).
- Direct display of the LEDs option.
- Display of the LEDs on the windshield option.
- Dimmable intensity controlled by the BLUNIK-RAID.
- Small and light to place it where you prefer.
-Plug and Play. It connects by cable with the BLUNIK-RAID.

BLUNIK-RAID DETAILS
- Ergonomic keyboard, with relief around every key. Ant
vibration improvement.
- Backlight screen with dimmable intensity.
- Strong and fixable supply and probe connection.
Intelligent Antenna

BLUNIK RAID

Magic Display
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